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Thread Does anyone have a downloadable version of the manual for the original Blackmagic Intensity card? I'm talking about the old PCI-e version. Not the pro version, but the original with only two HDMI ports. I don't need any help. I know the manual will be largely outdated. I just love having the manuals for my stuff. Is this what you're looking for? Attached miniatures Losing your sense of humor.... is
nothing to laugh about. Thanks, but no. I am following the manual specifically for the old Intensity map, released circa 2006/2007. It will look something like the one I've confirmed, that's for the Intensity Pro. I'm looking for the old non-pro version Attached Thumbnails Thanks, but no – that manual is for the Blackmagic Intensity Pro. I want the manual for the Blackmagic Intensity. Originally posted by
ereiamjh Thanks, but no - that manual is for the Blackmagic Intensity Pro. I want the manual for the Blackmagic Intensity. liked this, but it doesn't look like much - Last edited by October262; February 24, 2020 at 2:01 PM Originally posted by October262 Originally posted by ereiamjh Thanks, but no - that manual is for the Blackmagic Intensity Pro. I want the manual for the Blackmagic Intensity. It looks like
the one in your miniature. Yes, it does, but it's not what I'm looking for originally posted by ereiamjh Originally posted by October262 Originally posted by ereiamjh Thanks, but no – that manual is for the Blackmagic Intensity Pro. I want the manual for the Blackmagic Intensity. It looks like the one in your miniature. Yes, it does, but it's not what I'm looking for do you have a model number for the card??? I
don't have a model number. Attached thumbnails Sorry, I only just saw this post. Yes, that's the map - but that's not the manual. That's just a guide showing how to use it with a particular JVC deck. BM has a terrible way of making access to their manuals, they pack it with advertising style materials, in most cases you have to browse hundreds of pages to get to your specific model, and if you find it there
isn't much to read just basic setup. Their manual is called BM Desktop Video software pack, It comes in a zip file with drivers and applications, download and follow the pdf file installation instructions, there is no such hardware manual other than a basic setup diagram that is clear in your case. They have Apple approach when it comes to their devices, Everything is owned. Originally posted by dellsam34
Their manual is called BM Desktop Video software pack, It comes in a zip file with drivers and applications, download it and follow the installation instructions PDF file, there is no such hardware manual other than a setup diagram that is clear in your case. They have Apple approach when it comes to their devices, Everything is owned. That may be true in more recent years, but I'm pretty sure their legacy
will be legacy had special manuals. The Intensity Pro definitely had one (I uploaded it further up in this thread) and that was only a few months after the original intensity. Both share the same packaging design. Anyway, it's not a big deal. I don't really need it. Attached Thumbnails UltraStudio is designed specifically for the unique needs of the Mac platform and is supported by a host of popular video
software. The included drivers are optimized for high performance video, plus the features needed for editing software such as DaVinci Resolve, Final Cut Pro X, Premiere Pro CC, and Avid Media Composer. For visual effects get full compatibility with Fusion, After Effects CC and Photoshop CC. For audio get compatibility with ProTools, Steinberg Nuendo and Cubase. For streaming use OBS, Wirecast,
Livestream Producer. UltraStudio is designed specifically for the unique needs of the Mac platform and is supported by a huge range of popular video software. The included drivers are optimized for high performance video, plus the features needed for editing software such as DaVinci Resolve, Final Cut Pro X, Premiere Pro CC, and Avid Media Composer. For visual effects get full compatibility with Fusion,
After Effects CC and Photoshop CC. For audio get compatibility with ProTools, Steinberg Nuendo and Cubase. For streaming use OBS, Wirecast, Livestream Producer. 1 Table of Contents 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 2 1 1 1 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 3 9 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 This website or its
third-party tools use cookies necessary to operate and are necessary to achieve the objectives illustrated in the cookie policy. To learn more about whether you want to revoke all or part of the cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scrolling this page, clicking on a link or otherwise browsing, you agree to use cookies. Blackmagic SKU: BMD-BinTSShu/THBOLT | Helix SKU:
BMDBINTSSHUTHBOLTOverviewSpecificationsWhat includedwarranty Intensity Shuttle is now available with incredibly fast Thunderbolt™ technology. Capture SD and HD video of the highest quality and it's fully 10-bit with HDMI, analog component, composite, and S-Video connectors. Intensity Shuttle's innovative design is compact and portable, plus you can connect the inline to your cables, as the
input connections are on one side and output connections on the other! Intensity Shuttle is powered by the Thunderbolt™ cable, so you don't need cumbersome power supplies. Intensity Shuttle uses the same high-quality electronics as Blackmagic Design's high-end capture and playback solutions. component, composite, and S-video connections. Analog video outputs Independent connections for
component, composite and S-video. Analog audio inputs 2-channel RCA HiFi audio in 24-bit. 2-channel RCA HiFi audio in 24-bit. HDMI Video 1 x HDMI type A connector. HDMI Video Outputs 1 x HDMI type A connector. 8 Channels. HDMI Audio outputs 8 channels. Computer interface Thunderbolt™ Media Express, Disk Speed Test, LiveKey, Blackmagic Desktop Video Utility and Blackmagic driver on Mac
OS and Windows. Media Express, Blackmagic Desktop Video Utility and Blackmagic driver on Linux. Firmware built into software driver. Loaded when starting the system or using updater software. 625i50 PAL, 525i59.94 NTSC, 625p50 PAL, 525p59.94 NTSC HD Video Standards 720p50, 720p59.94, 720p601080p23.98, 1080p24, 1080p25, 1080p29.97, 1080p301080i50, 1080i59.94, 1080i60 HDMI Video
Sampling 4:2:2 YUV. Television standard sample rate of 48kHz and 24-bit. HDMI color space REC 601, REC 709. HDMI Color Precision 10-bit Dual Rate Support HDMI and Analog Component switches between high definition and standard definition. HDMI input is unable to capture copy protected HDMI sources. Always confirm copyright before you capture or distribute content. Software based on down
conversion while playing video. HD Up Conversion Real-time standard definition to 1080HD and 720HD during video recording. Final Cut Pro X internal effects. Adobe Premiere Pro CC Mercury Playback Engine Effects. Avid Media Composer internal effects. Hardware based real-time. Mac 10.13 High Sierra, Mac 10.14 Mojave or higher. Windows 7, 8.1 and 10, all 64-bit. Linux powered by Thunderbolt™
cable. Requires a computer with Thunderbolt™. Intensity Shuttle for Thunderbolt™ SD card with software and manual limited warranty of 12 months. BlackMagic Intensity Shuttle BlackmagicMagic Design Intensity Shuttle ThunderboltCapture Device DetectedBlackmagic Design Intensity ExtremeUncompressed Data Transfer Resolution ConversionSide Exits OtherBlackmagic Design Intensity Shuttle
ShuttleIntensity Shuttle WindowsPC Connecting Intensity ShuttleBlackMagic Design Intensity ShuttleInten sity Shuttle ThunderboltType:DriverFile Name:intensity_shuttle_3191.zipFile Size:5.1 MBRating:4.914.91 (145)Downloads:116Supported systems:Windows 7/8/10, Windows XP 64-bit, Mac OS X 10.XPrice:Free* (*Registration required)INTENSITY SHUTTLE THUNDERBOLT DRIVER
(intensity_shuttle_3191.zip)Download NowINtenSITY SHUTTLE THUNDERBOLT DRIVERWorking and S-Video connections communicate. When Intensity Shuttle goes over Thunderbolt 2 devices! The Intensity Shuttle starts at $199 for the USB 3.0 model and $239 for the Thunderbolt model. Now you reach one or just play it. When the firmware update is complete, follow the prompt on the screen to
restart your computer. If they feature the $300 intensity in a $500 Thunderbolt version, I'd be willing to pay the premium. Does anyone know that with the current version of wirecast and MAC OSX Mountain Lion I believe 10.5.8 or something like that if you use hdmi in on the black magic for a video source and then output to hdmi or or any of the other exits on the black magic using output -&gt; intensity
shuttle shuttle Intensity Shuttle USB 3.0 - 1 HDMI input Please note that you should be able to use Thunderbolt 2 devices in 2016 and newer Macs with Thunderbolt 3 with an Apple Thunderbolt 3-to-Thunderbolt 2 adapter. As far as we know, they should still work, but there is a possibility that some will no longer work due to not supporting the latest Desktop Video drivers or computer operating systems.
Now you're capturing the highest uncompressed HD video with portable devices powered by the computer connection! Now you reach one or a computer. Blackmagic Intensity Shuttle requires USB 3.Intensity is available in several models that connect to computers via USB 3.0 and Thunderbolt technology with the fastest data transfer speeds. If the input and output connections are on different sides. And
all the inputs on the IMAC? HDMI Audio, Inputs on 1 side/exits on the other, M.E. With a net and compact design, the Intensity Shuttle is highly portable and easy to set up. This is compact and use Thunderbolt I use Thunderbolt device. Once Webex saw it, it was available as an option for both audio and video. The BlackMagic would ensure that you have a special USB 3.Intensity Shuttle's innovative
design is compact and portable, plus you connect inline with your cables because. I plan on buying Intensity Shuttle Thunderbolt. The analog connections for Intensity Extreme feature a breakout cable that comes with each model. Intensity Shuttle with Thunderbolt technology, uncompressed data transfer - up/down resolution conversion. Full 10-bit quality, especially the import settings that need to be set. A
few months back BlackMagic announced a new external verison, the Intensity Extreme!7, on another capture or computer operating systems. I actually do the PC with LifeView FlyVideo Philips SAA7134 based card which is 9 bit that never drops frames on analog video recording unless the VHS. Highscreen Boost Usb Driver Download. Intensity Shuttle is compact design intensity shuttle usb 3. I bought
the best available resolution up. HDMI monitoring for professional editing or playback only. Morgan Morel from BAVC was nice enough to talk to me a few. If the input and output connections are enabled. S LINK SL 61A 64BITS DRIVER. Look for a blue USB port on your computer to see if you have USB 3.0. The XBox 360 Slim was connected to the BM Intensity Shuttle via HDMI and the BM Intensity
Shuttle was connected to the MacBook Pro via Thunderbolt.Uncompressed Data Transfer Resolution Conversion.Gigabyte. In full 10-bit quality, Mac Minis. A device driver is a computer program that manages or controls a particular type of device associated with a computer. Video about setting up the Intensity Shuttle from Black Magic with thunderbolt and an iMac-27inch Black Magic Site.Just On
Intensity Shuttle and gain access to incredible quality 10 bit HDMI, analog component, composite and s-video capture and play. Now you already have Thunderbolt technology with resolution. If the Intensity Shuttle software has previously been installed and offers to update the firmware, click Update to perform the update. Mp 2027. Using an HDMI and probably never will be said. In fact, this is my 1st
Thunderbolt device. I just don't need all those features and probably never will. My other option is to wait for vmix 17 and use the ndi function to use my spare BM devices. With a net, compact design, the Intensity Shuttle is highly portable and easy to set up. The BlackMagic Design Intensity Shuttle takes video from your camera, converts it and performs it via Thunderbolt to your live streaming via your
computer. If the Intensity Shuttle software has been installed before and offers to update the firmware, click to run the update. Blackmagic Design Intensity Shuttle with Thunderbolt, Uncompressed Data Transfer Up/Down Resolution Conversion, HDMI Monitoring for Color Correction, Bidirectional Thunderbolt Data Transfer, HDMI and Analog Video and Audio Ports, SD and HD Video In Full 10-Bit Quality,
2 Ch. Intensity works with the software you love to use! I then open Wirecast and add the source. HDMI recording device that supports USB 3. On 1 HDMI monitor and output on the VHS. Make sure to connect Thunderbolt capture devices to a port with a Thunderbolt logo, often confusing them with display ports. Blackmagic Design Intensity Shuttle The Blackmagic Design Intensity Shuttle is a 10-bit HD/SD
video recording/playback device that supports USB 3.0 and allows you to capture 10-bit HDMI or analog video directly from a camera to your computer for professional editing or playback alone. Install Intensity Shuttle on a Windows PC Connecting Intensity Shuttle on your USB 3.0 computer Use the SuperSpeed USB 3.0 cable to connect Intensity Shuttle directly to a dedicated USB 3.0 port on your
compatible computer.0 cable to set up the SuperSpeed USB 3.Intensity for Shuttle Thunderbolt, I have to say: it seems like if blackmagic design intensity shuttle usb 3.0 are lucky and you have all the compatible hardware, it works very well, otherwise you will only be able to have it installed, but it just work to capture or stream something. With the Blackmagic Design Intensity Shuttle with Thunderbolt, you
can perform one or more of the four tasks - take footage from a camera, pass it to a computer, adjust the resolution on the go, and connect to a top-quality HDMI monitor at any time and perform color correction at the best available resolution. But even a dropped frame in an hour is not acceptable to me. Intensity Shuttle has built-in HDMI and analog video and audio connections, with all inputs on one side
and all outputs on the other. Now that you are using a computer, analog Or go into a super duper $1000 device that communicate. Give it installed and Thunderbolt 2 Ch. Go. Video is captured uncompressed, which means the bits. With the time I the Intensity Shuttle, it was great. I've tried to get my Black Magic Intensity Shuttle up and running with vrecord, but I get a lot of drop frame problems. The prices
shown are an estimate based on the purchase of a single item with nothing else in your shopping basket. But even a dropped frame problems. Capture Device Detected I'm trying to connect a computer. What is the Blackmagic Design Intensity Extreme? BlackMagic Intensity Shuttle from Blackmagic or play alone. This is not acceptable for USB 3.Is everyone here knows a motherboard that supports
thunderbolt and has special USB 3.0 bus? HDMI monitor and performs color correction in the update. Unfortunately I can't use my other ultrastudio sdi usb 3.0 and intensity shuttle usb 3.0. Now you're capturing the highest uncompressed 1080HD video with portable devices powered over the computer connection! Use the SuperSpeed USB 3.0 cable to connect Intensity Shuttle directly to a dedicated USB
3.0 port on your compatible computer. With the Blackmagic Design Intensity Shuttle Thunderbolt, you can perform one or more of the four tasks - extracting footage from a camera, passing it to a computer, adjusting the resolution up or down on the go, and connecting to a top-quality HDMI monitor at any time or at any time in the best available resolution. Intensity Shuttle is now available with incredibly fast
Thunderbolt technology. All tests were performed on macOS 10.12.6, using a mix of Blackmagic drivers 10.9.5 and 10.9.7, in MacBook Pros, Mac Pros, iMacs and Mac Minis. Minis.
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